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We’ve come full circle

Lufthansa Technik Philippines
for its customers and friends.

Dear readers,
I’m excited to share with you the recent developments in the Lufthansa
Technik Philippines facility. To start, our new President & CEO,
Mr. Elmar Lutter, has taken the helm in June. Amidst a period of robust
aviation growth in Asia, read on to learn about his direction for the
company (page 3-5).
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We have also completed our 50th check on an Airbus A380 (page
6-7), and won two new A380 customers (page 8-9). But we won’t stop
there. We constantly build up our capabilities, as demonstrated by the
completion of our first Boeing 777 C-Check (page 12-13) and improve
our standards for the benefit of customers, employees, and the
environment (page 14). At the same time, we ensure support for our
airline customers, whatever their needs may be (page 10 and 11).
We’ve expanded our capabilities and facility, and have implemented
various sustainable projects. This issue of TechniLink talks about all
these efforts coming into fruition.
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Base Maintenance

We’ve come full circle:
50th A380 Layover

Qantas’ A380 registered VH-OQD in 2017

Qantas Airways’ A380 registered VH-OQD, was the 50th
A380 layover at Lufthansa Technik Philippines. Arriving
shortly after midnight in April, Fergus McMaster turned
into the taxiway and into M2, where it was welcomed by
the spirited water
cannons of two
airport firetrucks
– their water arcs
rising to more than
24 meters above
the ground.
The 50th layover
was a C2 Check
that includes
modifications on
the Flap Track 3 &
4 and doors. Upon
its completion, a
Thanksgiving lunch
was held for the
employees who
worked on Qantas
and other A380
aircraft over the
past five years.

ment also flew in to join the festivities. Says Elmar Lutter,
President & CEO of Lufthansa Technik Philippines: “Qantas
Airways is one of our most valued A380 customers. They
are also our partners in continuous growth – we learn

Qantas Airways’
Senior Manage50th A380 Layover celebration with Qantas’ Senior Management
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G-XLEI arrives at Lufthansa Technik Philippines for its first C-Check

Base Maintenance

Lufthansa Technik Philippines
wins two new A380 customers
Lufthansa Technik Philippines has
welcomed two new A380 customers:
British Airways and Korean Air.
Both airlines were happy with the
layovers - three British Airways
A380s for light base maintenance
and one Korean Air A380 with a
heavy maintenance. The checks
were completed in the first half of
2017.
“We are very excited to welcome
British Airways and Korean Air
this year,” says Rainer Janke, Vice
President for Marketing and Sales at
Lufthansa Technik Philippines. “It was
a very eventful 2016 that led to these
two landmark agreements. First, we
expanded our facility and built up our
expertise. Second, it was necessary
to understand the airline customers’
unique requirements to ensure their
requirements are fully met.”

Full coverage from light to heavy checks
and modifications
British Airways has a relatively young
A380 fleet, averaging 3 years. The
campaign kicks off with mostly light
base maintenance and modifications,
progressing to heavier checks as the
years pass and the A380s mature. British
Airways has a total of 12 A380s. In the
next five years, there will be a total of 34
layovers.
“Following audits back in our homebase,
results showed in service reliability to date
has been outstanding,” said Andrew Herrod,
Programme Manager - Off Base Heavy
Maintenance at British Airways. “The appearance
of each of the aircraft are also exemplary.
“We are happy with the result of the first three
layovers.”

Newest A380 cus

Photo source: http://www.airlinerepor

stomer: Korean Air

rter.com/Korean Air - David Parker Brown
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Support for Asia’s A380s
Korean Air also flies two of its A380s to Manila
for heavy maintenance or 6-year checks. The
first check started in May and the second
aircraft is scheduled to arrive in December.
As part of the regular maintenance check,
modifications on the Flap Track 6, IOFLE,
Fuel Feed Pipes & Connector, Flap
Track 3 & 4, and all 16 Passenger and
crew doors will also be performed.
“Korean Air has strong in-house
support for its A380 line maintenance,”
said Janke. “When it comes to
heavy maintenance checks however,
these require specialized hangars and
equipment. It will be an advantage for
A380 operators to outsource their heavy
checks, to allow them to focus on their core
businesses.”
Korean Air commended LTP for the excellent
support and close cooperation during its

first layover outsourced to LTP. Said Kim
Young Joon, Group Leader Aeronautics
Technology Training Group Maintenance
Training Center at Korean Air: “We are
impressed that LTP has delivered HL7613
within appointed TAT, at the same time,
meeting a lot of different requirements.”
Strong support for the largest
passenger aircraft
LTP specializes in A380 heavy
maintenance. It is capable of
accommodating two A380s
simultaneously. The MRO is approved
to perform up to a C4 Heavy Maintenance
Check by different aviation authorities
such as the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA), Australia Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA) and Korean
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
(MOLIT). It is also ISO 9001:2008 and
AS9110B certified.
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Customer News

More airlines trust Lufthansa Technik
Philippines with Line Maintenance services
Marking a milestone in LTP’s expertise is the provision of technical assistance services to
South Korean carrier, Asiana Airlines’ Airbus A350-900. The capability was made available
following extensive preparations, training of personnel, and acquisition of specific tooling to
handle the next-generation aircraft type. Asiana’s first A350 was deployed on the Manila and
Osaka routes, before being assigned on the San Francisco and London routes.

Several Chinese carriers have
also entrusted their aircraft to
LTP, further strengthening the
company’s presence in the Asia
Pacific market. On-call ground
handling services in the Cebu
line station are now being
provided to Ok Air and Tianjin
Airlines for their B737 and
A320 aircraft, respectively. Air
China and Xiamen Airlines also
entrusted to LTP, regular technical
assistance services, with the
previous including CEB as an
additional location and the latter
upgrading its previous contract
from an on-call to a regular
basis (3x daily) for its B737
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fleet in our Manila, Cebu, and
Davao line stations. Meanwhile,
technical assistance is being
provided for HNA Technik,
in the MNL, CEB and DVO
airports for A320 AND B737
aircraft. HNA Technik is the
MRO for the Hainan Airlines
Group which covers Lucky Air,
China West, Hainan Airlines
and Beijing Capital Airlines.
LTP is working on securing
Chinese authorization approvals
for release to service, with a
target date of December 2017.
Meanwhile, joining LTP’s roster

of line maintenance customers
are KLM and Vanilla Air. Both
agreements were signed recently
for the release to service of B777
and A320 fleet, respectively. Key to
securing these two new aircraft
carriers is the vast experience
of the company, in providing
line maintenance services to
both domestic and international
operators worldwide.

Erick Bautista
Senior Account Executive
Line Maintenance
erick.bautista@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8527
Mobile +63-917-850-7147

Photo sources: © Andres Bolkenbaas, KLM ©Li cheng TSAI – Planespotters.net

Asiana Airlines’ A350 Copyright: Airbus S.A.S. - P. Pigeyre / master films

Line Maintenance

Major structural repair on A321:

Lufthansa Technik Philippines helps Philippine Airlines’
aircraft return to service

LTP’s Cebu
AOG Team

On 20 December 2016,
A Philippine Airlines
Airbus 321-200
suffered serious scrape
damage upon landing
in Cebu.
Unfortunately, no facility
was available at the
Mactan-Cebu
International Airport to
support immediate
repairs.
A team from LTP’s
Aircraft Maintenance
Department flew to
Cebu to perform
preservation tasks on
the two-month-old
A321 (RP-C9928).
Without a proper repair
facility, RP-C9928 was bound to be grounded
for a while.
PAL and LTP jointly embarked on the process
of evaluation and facility preparation. “It was
important to implement the repairs right away,
but we also had to consider the environment in
which it will be repaired,” says Jan Pfeil, LTP
Vice President for Aircraft Maintenance. “The

LTP’s Cebu AOG Team

airport in Cebu does not have the equipment or
facility for repairs of that scale. The aircraft
needed to be jacked, and in that position, it
would be vulnerable to the wind and other
elements.”
To address this, PAL sourced a portable hangar
from abroad which was shipped directly to

Cebu. The hangar was erected in 6 weeks, after
which Airbus mechanics started the repair work
on the damaged belly, while LTP performed the
restoration, close up and tests.
Finally, on July 11, RP-C9928 flew to Manila as
a utility flight. At LTP's main facility, additional
tests were performed.
On July 16, 2017, RP-C9928 was able to return
to service. Joseph Barrientos of PAL-AED
Systems and Structures Division who was the
onsite engineer at Cebu, said: “We appreciate
the great teamwork and contribution of LTP in
returning RP-C9928 back to airworthiness. The
work performed was extensive. It is an
achievement after our joint efforts, to get the
aircraft finally flying.”
RP-C9928 is less than a year old. It joined the
PAL fleet on October 25, 2016.

Philippine Airlines’ Airbus A321-200 registered RP-C9928 undergoing repairs, after suffering scrape damage
in its aft belly in December 2016
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Upgrade your flight:
Lufthansa Technik Philippines supports Philippine
Airlines, as it upgrades its A330-300s

In line with its aim to become a
5-star airline in 5years, Philippine
Airlines (PAL) recently unveiled
its newly reconfigured A330-300s
cabins. The previously all-economy
class A330s have been retrofitted
with a new, tri-class 309 seater
model with Economy, Premium
Economy, and Business class seats.
Supporting PAL’s fleet, Lufthansa
Technik Philippines has been
performing cabin reconfigurations
on eight of the airline’s A330s this
2017. “We are happy to be Philippine
Airlines’ partner in their goal of
becoming a 5-star airline,”
says Rosario Esquillo, Division
Manager for Key Accounts.
“Lufthansa Technik Philippines
has gained significant experience
in cabin retrofits for different
aircraft types. We can provide
PAL with the best service and
know-how, for the benefit of their
passengers.”
Philippine Airlines chose Thomson
Aero Seating’s Vantage XL
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seat for its A330s’ business
class cabin. At the same time,
it adds Premium Economy, all
new economy class seats, and
on-demand audio and video,
plus connectivity.
The newly reconfigured A330
was launched at the LTP facility
last June 13, 2017. Distinguished
guests and media attended
the event.

GETTING A FLIGHT UPGRADE

Comprehensive and strong
support
From the time PAL took delivery of
its first Boeing 777 in 2009, Lufthansa
Technik Philippines has provided
them technical support, up to
A-checks. As their 777s matured, it
made sense for the MRO to build
up its capabilities to accommodate
the airline customer’s requirements.
This year, RP-C7773 became LTP’s
first Boeing 777 C-check.
To support the future of Philippine
Airlines’ fleet, Lufthansa Technik
Philippines also upgraded its
service capabilities to include
next-generation aircraft. Last year,
it started preparations for A321 neo
and A350 capabilities. The capabilities
are in time for PAL’s new aircraft
when they enter into service in January
and June 2018, respectively. PAL has
21 A321 neos and 6 A350s on order.
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News & Updates

Growing into the Future

NQA- Closing Meeting (ISO 14001-team)

ISO 9001:2008 and AS9110B Certified.
Part of LTP’s growth strategy is to take
responsibility by becoming a top-ranked
employer in the Philippines, be compliant
in stakeholder management, and be
committed to international standards in
Quality, Health & Safety, and Environment.
Over the past few years, it has embarked
on various internal campaigns in the
pursuit of this goal.

supervisory personnel, be trained in
Environmental Laws (applicable to production).
We are DOLE Certified and compliant
with General Labor Standards and
Occupational Safety Health.

This is to certify that the Environmental Management System of

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK PHILIPPINES (LTP), INC.
Head Office: MacroAsia Special Economic Zone, Villamor Air Base, Pasay City,
1309 Philippines
applicable to

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul of Aircraft, Aircraft
Components, Engine and Engine Components
has been assessed and registered by NQA against the provisions of

BS EN ISO 14001 : 2015

These efforts are starting to pay off, and
significant progress is being seen in
different areas. First, QM announced
the successful conclusion of its A9110b
Certification Quality Management System
Standardization. The campaign raised
awareness that 99.9% percent is still
not good enough, and that quality is a
responsibility that should start with us, as
individuals. The certification was secured
from Certifying body DNV-GL in March
2016 and is valid up to September 2018.
ISO 140001 Certified.
Lufthansa Technik Philippines has
also recently gained certification for its
compliance to ISO 14001: 2015. This
Environmental Management System or
EMS, benefits companies through the
protection of the environment for families,
children and future generations. It also
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This registration is subject to the company maintaining an environmental
management system, to the above standard, which will be monitored by NQA.

Managing Director

Certificate No:
Issue Date:
Valid Until:

66432
16 June 2017
16 June 2020

The use of the UKAS Accreditation Mark indicates accreditation in respect of those activities covered by the accreditation certificate number 015 held by NQA.
NQA is a trading name of NQA Certification Limited, Registration No. 09351758. Registered Office: Warwick House, Houghton Hall Park, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, LU5 5ZX, UK.
This certificate is the property of NQA and must be returned on request.

reduces waste for a healthier life and sustainable
environment and lastly, it complies to the customers’
and Lufthansa Technik Group requirements.
The certification will enable LTP employees to
consistently manage waste through proper
s egr egat i on, i mp le me n t i n i t i ativ es t h at
contribute to energy conservation, and for

Another milestone for Lufthansa Technik
Philippines is becoming the first MRO
company in the country who has received
the Certification of Compliance both in
General Labor Standards and Occupational
Safety Health (OSH) from the Department of
Labor and Employment (DOLE).
The certificates were personally awarded
by DOLE Officials headed by DOLE-NCR
Assistant Regional Director - Atty. Maria
Consuelo Bacay, Technical Services and
Support Division (TSSD) Chief - Ms. Nelia
Mungcal, Makati-Pasay Field Office DirectorMs. Rowena Grande and Sr. Labor Law
Compliance Officer, Mr. Morris Orbe.
Former President and CEO, Dr. Andrich
Burkhard together with management, and
representatives of the Employees Council,
received the certifications.

News & Updates

German State Secretary Michael Odenwald
visits Lufthansa Technik Philippines

German State Secretary Michael Odenwald and a
high-ranking business delegation visited Lufthansa Technik
Philippines on July 4, 2017. Among the highlights of their
visit was a tour of an A380 undergoing its 6th year heavy
maintenance check.
The delegation also met with government representatives
and different German companies in the Philippines, with
the aim of addressing the country’s transportation issues.
Lufthansa Technik Philippines is one of the major German
investments in the Philippines. It is part of the Lufthansa
Group, which further expands its operations in the country,
with the opening of Lufthansa Services Philippines last year.
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Lufthansa Technik Philippines
Founded in the year 2000 as a joint
venture of Lufthansa Technik AG and
Philippine aviation service provider
MacroAsia Corporation, Lufthansa
Technik Philippines (LTP) offers a wide
range of aircraft maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) services to customers
worldwide.
Diverse MRO network at your service
As one of the 30 affiliates and
subsidiaries of the Lufthansa Technik
Network, we are committed to
guaranteeing that all aircraft that come
out of our hangars reflect the worldrenowned Lufthansa Technik quality
standard.
Strategic location
Located within a 4-hour flight radius,
our customers from around the globe
take advantage of our proximity to
international hubs such as Singapore
and Hong Kong. Our main facility is
located inside the special economic zone

within Manila’s Ninoy Aquino International
Airport, allowing for expedited arrival of
aircraft parts and manageable duties
and taxes.
We give wings to your business
We specialize in base maintenance
checks for the A320 family, A330, A340
and A380 aircraft types. Our base
maintenance service spectrum includes
cabin reconfiguration/retrofit programs
and lease return checks which may be
availed of as stand-alone products or
incorporated into long-term campaigns.
We have docking systems which
can accommodate base maintenance
for Airbus A330, A340, A380, Boeing
B777, and other future aircraft types.
Our recent hangar expansion allows
us to accommodate two A380 base
maintenance checks simultaneously.
The United States FAA, the European
Union EASA and other airworthiness

Key facts
Founding date: 2000
Shareholders: Lufthansa Technik AG (51%);
MacroAsia Corporation (49%)
Capacity: 8 hangar bays, 9 parking slots
Size: 200,000 sqm.
Employees: 2,500
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authorities worldwide have certified
LTP as a qualified provider of aircraft
MRO services. Our technical services
group is certified to operate as a Design
Department under Lufthansa Technik
AG’s Design Organization Approval
(EASA.21J.019).
World-class Filipino manpower
LTP’s growth is supported by highly
skilled English-speaking mechanics,
engineers and support personnel. We
partner with Lufthansa Technical Training
Philippines, an EASA 147 approved
Maintenance Training Organization, to
assure that our people are equipped with
world-class skills. Personnel transfers
between subsidiaries within the Lufthansa
Technik network and LTP are a
regular occurrence, assuring
optimum skills transfer to the
local workforce.

www.ltp.com.ph

Additional Services

Personnel Assignment

Engineering Services

We provide manpower support services to various airline
operators and MRO organizations around the world. We

We hold an extension of Lufthansa Technik AG’s EASA 21
Design Organization Approval
• Maintenance program development
• Reliability improvement consulting
• Maintenance task card development
• Technical publication assessment
• Develop structural repair programs

notice and for limited periods are essential to our customers.
• Engineers and mechanics
• Records controllers, maintenance planners
• Quality assurance auditors
• Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) certified personnel
• Trax trainers, IT specialists
• Other support staff

Fleet Technical Management
Our rich heritage gained from our more than 10 years
Lufthansa Technik’s more than 50 years of managing the
aircraft utilization.
• Aircraft evaluation
• Reliability monitoring
• Airworthiness directives and service bulletins
evaluation and monitoring
• Review of maintenance programs
• Aircraft-related records keeping
• Materials management
• Lifetime control
components and aircraft systems
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• Flight data recorder readout
• Engine trend data analysis
• Assistance in aircraft redeliveries
• Warranty management

Material Management

IT Services
Lufthansa Technik Philippines extends its IT expertise to
domestic and international airlines.
• TRAX MRO system implementation, training and
enhancement
• TRAX Business Process Review

Contact Us!
Rainer Janke
Vice President
Marketing and Sales
rainer.janke@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-9310
Mobile +63-917-541-136

Julius Basangan - MNL
Division Manager
Sales
LTP Philippines, Americas / EMEA for
LTP projects
julius.basangan@ltp.com.ph
Phone: +632-855-2222 ext 8520
Mobile: +63-917-327-3190

Sales

Base Maintenance
Aaron Chiu - SIN
Senior Sales Executive
Jetstar Group, Australia, Pacific,
Singapore, Taiwan, Japan, Korea,
Hong Kong
aaron.chiu@ltp.com.ph
Phone +65-6733-9081 ext. 109
Mobile +65-9782-5678

Alvin Teo - SIN
Sales Executive
South Asia, Myanmar,
Indonesia
Alvin.teo@lht.dlh.de

Frezel Forro – MNL
Sales Executive
Air Asia Group, Malaysia,
Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos
frezel.forro@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8541
Mobile +63-917-587-7105

Line Maintenance and Other Services
Erick Bautista - MNL
Sales Executive
Line Maintenance & AOG Support
Line Maintenance
erick.bautista@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8527
Mobile +63-917-850-7147

Roland Serrano - MNL
Project Manager
Engine and Component Services
roland.serrano@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8515
Mobile +63-917-525-3609

Edher Panganiban - MNL
Account Executive, Personnel
Assignment, Sales Support &
Controlling
edherlina.pili@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8526

Media
marcomm@ltp.com.ph
Like us on Facebook: @lufthansatechnikgroup
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CABIN RECONFIGURATION/RETROFIT PROGRAMS
PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT
LEASE-RETURN CHECKS
FLEET TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING SERVICES
ENGINE SUPPORT FOR LINE AND BASE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
COMPONENT AND BACKSHOP SUPPORT
NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT)
IT SERVICES (TRAX IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAINING)

CAAP AAC REPAIR STATION NO. 40-00
US FAA REPAIR STATION NO. L0TY566Y
EASA.21J.019, LBA DE.145.0001

Lufthansa Technik Philippines
Address: MacroAsia Special Economic Zone, Villamor Air Base, Pasay City 1309 Philippines
Phone: +63-2-855-9315
AOG desk: +63-2-855-9122 E-mail: sales@ltp.com.ph Website: www.ltp.com.ph
nd- rd
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